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The organisation of government in European
metropolitan areas

Bernard Jouve* and Christian Lefèvre**

From the 1980s, the Western European states implemented a certain
number of territorial reforms aimed particularly at changing
metropolitan institutions especially to make them more compatible
with the transformation of the Keynesian state and the calling into
question of the Fordist system. The first part of the paper attempts to
show the real impact of the dynamics at work. The second part explains
this change by putting it into the more general context of the
transformation of the welfare state. A critical analysis is given of the
real scope of this apparent opening-up of decision-making systems to
civil societies and underlines the dual process of the reproduction of the
political order based on local elected officials and the consecration of
economic actors as central agents of social change.

Desde los años 80, los países de Europa occidental están introduciendo
reformas territoriales encaminadas, particularmente, al cambio de las
instituciones metropolitanas, para hacerlas más compatibles con la
transformación del estado Keynesiano y poniendo en duda el sistema
Fordista. La primera parte del artículo intenta mostrar el impacto real
del dinamismo en el trabajo. En la segunda se explica este cambio
poniéndolo en un contexto más general, la transformación del Estado
de bienestar. Se realiza un análisis crítico en el ámbito de la aparente
apertura de los sistemas de toma de decisiones por parte de la sociedad
civil y se subraya el proceso dual de la reproducción del organigrama
político, basado en  representantes locales electos y en la consagración
de actores económicos como agentes centrales del cambio social.

Keywords: metropolitan governement, governance, civil society,
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Introduction
In the late twenty years, the European political order has undergone pro-
found changes. The acceleration of European integration has reinforced
existing institutions and led to the creation of new ones as well as enlar-
gement to former Central and Eastern European countries. On the other
hand, practically all Western European states have changed their inter-
nal structure by giving –in accordance with different legal and political
conditions (i.e., decentralization, deconcentration and federalization)–
greater administrative and political responsibilities to local and regio-
nal communities. During the 1980s and 1990s, the Western European
states thus implemented a certain number of territorial reforms aimed
particularly at changing metropolitan institutions both to better adapt
them to urban dynamics and especially to make them more compatible
with the transformation of the Keynesian state and the calling into
question of the Fordist system which had characterized the “Trente Glo-
rieuses,” (i.e., the thirty-year period of economic growth and prosperity
from 1945 to 1975). 

These institutional dynamics have been far from neutral. Taking up
in part the recent neo-Marxist analyses of the restructuring of Europe-
an states and the role played by metropolitan areas in getting neolibe-
ralism on the agenda (Brenner, 2004), two main ideas are developed in
this paper. On the one hand, these institutional dynamics have strengt-
hened the private sector and some political leaders; on the other hand,
the reforms aimed at strengthening local democracy must be interpre-
ted in the context of the reinforcement of the neoliberal hegemony
founded on the paradigm of territorial competition and the competiti-
veness of metropolitan areas. This does not mean that other social for-
ces or interests, such as those that provoke challenges to this hegemony,
are not present in the metropolis, but they do not appear to have been
determinant in recent years. Thus, this paper will offer a critical exa-
mination of these institutional dynamics which have resulted in an
apparent opening up of urban decision-making systems to civil society.
The empirical elements on which this paper is based are the product of
a number of studies conducted during the past years (Jouve, Booth,
2005; Jouve, Lefèvre, 1999; Jouve, Lefèvre, 2002). Limiting our exami-
nation to the Western European states, I will relate these institutional
dynamics to the 1970s, the other main period of metropolitan reforms,
and determine the main elements of rupture and continuity as well as
which players emerged as the main winners. 
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The first part of the paper describes the processes of territorial reform
of the 1990s and attempts to show the real impact of the dynamics at
work, which were less marked by the scope of the institutional changes
than by the nature of these changes. While the reforms of the 1970s were
focused on changing the legal system through the creation of new ins-
titutions (either through municipal mergers or the creation of second-
level metropolitan institutions that grouped the municipalities into a
federation), those of the 1990s were aimed at changing the relations bet-
ween the political sphere and local civil societies (either by developing
procedures and instruments of local democracy, or by developing various
forms of public-private partnerships). The second part explains this
change by putting it into the more general context of the transforma-
tion of the welfare state. A critical analysis is given of the real scope of
this apparent opening-up of decision-making systems to civil societies
and underlines the dual process of the reproduction of the political
order based on local elected officials and the consecration of economic
actors as central agents of social change.

1. Transformations of the political and institutional organization
of European metropolitan areas
For the last twenty years or so, attempts have been made to profoundly
change the political and institutional organization of a large number of
European cities. This transformation has occurred through at least three
processes: a process aimed at creating political authorities that cover the
metropolitan territory, a process of opening up decision-making sphe-
res to the population and, finally, a process aimed at co-producing public
policies with civil society.

1.1. The metropolitan authorities: few in number and weak in power 
Most large European states, with the well-known exception of Germany
and Spain, embarked on reforms of the institutional organization of their
metropolitan areas from the 1980s onwards. While in the preceding
period, the 1960s, reforms were mainly driven by the desire to bring ins-
titutional territories into line with the functional territories resulting
from economic and urban growth that of the 1980s was based on other
logics. Of course, the question of an appropriate territorial level of
management of services had not disappeared, but it took a back seat to
other elements, the main one appearing to be the international com-
petition in which the territories were engaging. In the new context of
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globalization and the race for economic competitiveness, the metropo-
litan areas became essential territories of international competition. As
such, the municipal fragmentation which characterized Italian, French
and Spanish cities and, to lesser degrees, the other European agglome-
rations, were seen by the new reformers as a brake on, or even an obs-
tacle to their competitiveness. Moreover, this argument can be found
in the institutional reform projects put forward by the supporters of the
“new regionalism” in the United States (Dreier, Mollenkopf, Swanstrom,
2001; Frisken, 2001; Gainsborough, 2001; Kantor, Savitch, 1993; Savitch,
Vogel, 2000). Thus, the institutional question is front and centre in the
arguments that compare metropolitan situations. For a metropolis to
be in the lead, it must have an effective “governance system” and the
creation of an agglomeration authority appears to be an element of this
effectiveness. To use Ash Amin’s expression, from now on the competi-
tiveness of metropolitan areas will be built on the capacity to produce
“institutional thickness,” that is, the mechanisms, procedures and ins-
titutions that generate networks of cooperation and mutualization of
resources (Amin, Thrift, 1995). At the metropolitan level, effective public
policies are also needed, particularly economic policies. Regardless of the
content given to the notion of effectiveness, strong metropolitan aut-
horities, equipped with significant skills and resources, are considered
to be a formidable asset in territorial competition (OCDE, 2001).

Nevertheless, the reforms launched in the 1980s did not live up to
their expectations and produced, at best, mixed results (Lefèvre, 2001a).

Two countries have undertaken efforts for all of their metropolitan
areas –Italy with its project to form “metropolitan cities” and the 
Netherlands with its “city-provinces.” Both of these reforms failed. In
Italy, law 142, which was passed in 1990 just as the political system as a
whole was going through a major crisis, provided for the creation of
“metropolitan cities” in its 10 largest urban areas. The aim of this reform,
which was part of the federalization process in Italy, was to give large
cities the political and institutional means to meet international com-
petition and provide more effective public services. Some 15 years after
law 142 was passed, and despite a new law in 1999 which sought to
relaunch the process in accordance with a parliamentary initiative, and
the inclusion in 2001 of the metropolitan cities in the Italian constitu-
tion, not a single “metropolitan city” has yet been created. This failure
can be explained by the lack of state incentives, particularly financial
and tax incentives which should have been associated with the reform,
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and by vehement opposition on the part of the entire political system
(especially the political parties) as well as many local communities,
certain regions, some provinces and central cities which saw the advent
of metropolitan cities as a challenge to their powers and status (Jouve,
Lefèvre, 1997; Lefèvre, 2001b).

In the Netherlands, the attempt to create “city-provinces” encoun-
tered not only resistance similar to that in Italy but also the reluctance
of a part of civil society. Although at the outset the reform was planned
for the four main Dutch cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and
Utrecht), it ultimately concentrated on only the first two. The creation
of strong metropolitan institutions such as “city-provinces” was oppo-
sed by a number of urban social movements defending environmental
protection and social housing and which saw in these new institutions
the influence of interests seeking to promote international competiti-
veness to the detriment of social policies (Vergès, 2001). Being well-esta-
blished in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, these social movements suc-
cessfully pushed for local referenda in which people voted overwhelmingly
against the reform project. 

Elsewhere, that is, mainly in France and Portugal at the national level,
and in certain metropolitan areas only in the case of other countries,
the reforms undertaken met with some success, but again, these successes
need to be qualified. They can be explained by two essential elements:
the expectations of local civil societies in favour of the establishment
of new metropolitan institutions (London and Stuttgart) and the key
role played by the state (Portugal and France).

As soon as it took power in 1997, the new British government led by
Tony Blair began a major process to change the government of Greater
London. Like the other metropolitan counties of major British cities, the
London metropolitan authority had been dissolved in 1986, by the Con-
servative government of the time, making way for many cooperative struc-
tures (i.e., the joint authorities) and thereby dividing up the metropo-
lis. Tony Blair’s decision can be largely explained by the cost and
dysfunctionalities generated by this lack of political and administrati-
ve coordination which had led to a proliferation of redundant activities
carried out in the boroughs. In addition, London’s civil society largely
supported the creation of the Greater London Authority (GLA), and par-
ticularly the principle of direct universal suffrage to elect a mayor to lead
this new institution. Both the business community and community
groups were important supports because the reform brought about by
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the central government would mean that they would now have to deal
with only a single interlocutor having a high level of political legitimacy
and in a position to rationalize strategic choices regarding development
at the metropolitan level (Travers, 2004). For all that, the GLA and its
predecessor, the Greater London Council (GLC) are poles apart. In fact,
the GLA is a weak institution, both in terms of jurisdiction (its only role
is to define strategies for Greater London; with the exception of its con-
trol of public transportation policy) and in terms of finances and staff)
(it has no resources of its own —with the exception of the London Con-
gestion Charge introduced in 2003– and has only a few hundred civil
servants compared to several thousand for the GLC).

In Stuttgart, in 1994, the Land of Bade-Würtemberg created the Ver-
band Region Stuttgart (VRS) to deal with a variety of economic and poli-
tical stakes. The institutional issue had been on the local and regional
agenda for a long time, particularly because of the issue of sharing cen-
trality costs between the central city of Stuttgart and the peripheral
communities (communes and kreise). This taxation problem changed
in the early 1990s as a result of the economic crisis which, at the time,
hit the metropolitan economy very hard. Stuttgart’s Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry linked the problem of local government reform to
economic development. The “treatment” of this social demand by the
local political system was made possible through the establishment of
a “large coalition” at the land level, bringing together the two main par-
ties, the Christian Democrats of the CDU and the Social Democrats of
the SPD. The CDU, which was the dominant local party, was forced by
the SPD to include in the coalition pact the creation of an agglomera-
tion institution elected by direct universal suffrage and a system of pro-
portional representation. For the SPD, the aim was to create a metro-
politan political space that could rebalance relations with the CDU by
creating the conditions for the establishment of a new political elite at
the level of the metropolitan region (Benz, Frenzel, 1999). The results,
some ten years after the creation of the VRS, have been mixed. The new
metropolitan authority still has little in the way of jurisdiction (mainly
transportation which absorbs nearly 90% of its budget), does not have
its own tax revenues, and depends entirely on other local communities
for its resources. The establishment of the VRS was in fact the result of
an exceptional situation, which explains why it is the only institution
of its kind in Germany.

In France, the current institutional dynamics can be explained mainly
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by the strong budget and tax incentives contained in the 1999 “Chevè-
nement Law.” By granting the municipalities very substantial advanta-
ges in terms of fiscal transfers for the creation of new structures of inter-
communality, the French government created the political conditions
which led local elected representatives to overwhelmingly support this
reform and take ownership of it (Négrier, 2003). Today, almost all agglo-
merations of more than 50 000 inhabitants have “metropolitan” struc-
tures with jurisdiction over key areas such as economic development,
land use, social housing, and certain local public services (energy, trans-
portation and waste management). 

Finally, in Portugal, since 1991, the two areas of Lisbon and Porto have
seen the establishment of metropolitan authorities, whose jurisdictions
were somewhat strengthened through the adoption in 2003 of the law
on major cities. Nevertheless, these are weak structures dominated
locally by the municipalities, while their dynamics are still essentially
determined by the state, which presents itself as the modernizer of the
institutional system with the aim of adapting the two Portuguese metro-
politan areas to globalization. In fact, it is the state which conducts stra-
tegic analyses of metropolitan areas, only marginally involving the local
communities (Lefèvre, 2004).

The fact that the existing metropolitan authorities in the European
cities are so few in number and so weak can be attributed to the resis-
tance that their creation met with from the entire political system, par-
ticularly the territorial communities —and sometimes the state itself, as
was the case in London— as well as a large part of civil society. In many
cases, there was an absence of vigorous and especially continuous inter-
vention on the part of the state, for example in Italy, or the federated sta-
tes, as in Stuttgart. The populations themselves showed little interest in
the creation of these authorities, thus demonstrating that there had
been a lack of communication and, more generally, of information, and
revealing the largely technocratic nature of the implementation process. 

1.2 Local, rather than metropolitan democracy 
At the same time that these institutional dynamics were taking place at
the metropolitan level, called upon by increasingly demanding civil
societies attempting to strengthen democratic practices (Clark, Hoffmann-
Martinot, 1998) and that legal-rational legitimacy and/or that resulting
from elections was being increasingly criticized (Habermas, 1975), the
states, from the 1980s onwards produced reforms aimed at bringing
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local power closer to citizens and, more particularly, giving them access
to the decision-making sphere. The pace of these reforms has accelera-
ted during the last five years as a result of pressure from political par-
ties, for example, the Greens and part of the Left.

Over the last twenty years, there has been a fundamental trend
towards decentralization among European political systems. This trend
has taken very different forms depending on the state, from federalism
in Spain to less well-defined processes in the Netherlands and Portugal.
Nevertheless, despite the claims put forward in certain countries such
as France, decentralization has not brought power closer to the citizens.
On the contrary, the decentralizing processes in progress have been
accused of not being very democratic because they have been seen to main-
tain and even widen the gap between political power and the inhabitants
of these countries. Indeed, the local elected officials –and the most
powerful among the latter, such as the executives of the central com-
munes and of the largest cities– are considered to be the big winners in
these changes. Thus, in order to respond to such criticisms, reforms have
been initiated and sustained in many cases by political parties which have
seen this evolution as a way to get back in the saddle or even, s, to take
control of certain communes, as was the case in Paris.

However, the development of local democracy has also rested on the
recognition of a certain failure on the part of public policies. In fact, in
most metropolitan areas, the latter have proved to be incapable of taking
an increasing number of problems into account, let alone resolving
them. The criticism –presented in the form of a diagnosis– has been that
government actors have monopolized the political decision-making pro-
cess and that there has been little dialogue and collaboration with the
inhabitants. Thus, opening up the decision-making system to the citi-
zens has been viewed as a remedy for the failure of policies, and by and
large, one that will give rise to actions that are better able to resolve the
problems that arise and legitimize the measures to be taken.

The reforms leading to the development of local democracy have mainly
used the tool of deploying infra-municipal institutions and generalizing
procedures of direct democracy, such as referendums. Thus, they have rarely
involved the metropolitan territory as a whole (Lefèvre, 2004).

While certain cities have been experimenting for a long time with
the establishment of infra-municipal institutions –Amsterdam, Bolog-
ne, Copenhagen and Grenoble, for example– this phenomenon has
greatly intensified in recent years. In Italy, all the large cities now have
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“municipi” (i.e., neighborhoods), including some —Rome, for exam-
ple— which have mayors and councils elected by direct universal suf-
frage as well as significant jurisdictions and resources which constitu-
te a real counter pressure to the office of the central city mayor (Lefèvre,
2005). In France, such institutions exist in the three largest cities —Paris,
Lyon and Marseille–and have recently strengthened their jurisdictions.
In Spain, all the large cities have been reorganized into “districtos,” the
jurisdictions and powers of which were strengthened in 2003 by the most
recent law on large cities. Finally, other large cities, for example, Ber-
lin, have powerful boroughs which may result in a conflict-ridden frag-
mentation of the central city (Halpern and Haussermann, 2003). In
addition to these institutions, structures for citizen participation exist
which were created by law and often cover the same infra-municipal
territories, such as the neighborhood councils created in France in
2002, or the local communities initiative in certain London boroughs
or in the Netherlands. 

At the same time, just about everywhere, there has been a prolifera-
tion of reforms aimed at developing direct democracy at the local level,
mainly by authorizing referendums and initiatives. In Germany today,
all Länder have introduced such provisions into their respective consti-
tutions. In France, the local referendum was authorized for the first time
in 1992 and the recent laws in 2003 and 2004 have made it mandatory.
In Italy and the Netherlands the practice of holding referendums has
also grown, generally at the initiative of local communities, for exam-
ple in Amsterdam (Dijkink and Mamadouh, 2003). Nevertheless, with
the exception of France –and only since 2004– the procedures and ins-
truments of direct democracy basically concern the municipal level,
even the neighborhood level, but almost never the metropolitan terri-
tory. Thus, the latter appears to have been deserted by civil society to whom
it does not seem to make sense. Sanctified by geographers and spatial
economists, the metropolitan areas have not caught on among the citi-
zens who prefer the commune or neighborhood. This is not true of the
economic elites who are more often mobilized at this level.

1.3 The structures for “co-producing” public policies
The European cities have also been the theatre of the creation of more
flexible, less institutional structural forms which bring together elec-
ted representatives as well as economic and social forces with the aim
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of reflecting upon, designing and implementing development policies
in response to the economic and social crisis (Salet, Thornley, Kreukels,
2003). Globalization, decentralization, European integration, and the
failures of public policies have contributed to the profound transformation
of the ways of operating in this domain. Public actors have challenged,
at least in certain urban areas, the monopoly over the elaboration of deve-
lopment policies which stemmed from the legitimacy of having been elec-
ted. The ideological steamroller of the concept of governance thus legi-
timized the opening up of decision-making spheres related to development
policy to other actors, and particularly to the economic communities.
Following the economic and fiscal crisis of the 1970s and early 1980s,
many states and metropolitan areas called on civil society, essentially
the economic communities, to participate in developing and imple-
menting new development policies through new structures which brought
together the public, private and voluntary sectors. 

Depending on the countries and cities, these structures were either
created informally and on a voluntary basis, or imposed by law. 

The United Kingdom’s initiative in this regard, the first and most extre-
me, was to develop and disseminate the notion of public-private part-
nership. Today, British cities are covered with such structures which were
created and operate in accordance with the law and state policies in par-
ticular, since Tony Blair’s government did not go back on the transfor-
mations imposed by the preceding Conservative governments. However,
the British logic is the opposite of that dominating the institutional dyna-
mics described above. Indeed, it was based on the elimination of metro-
politan authorities, effective as of 1986, and their replacement –in
accordance with the canons of “Public Choice”— by a multitude of
public-private structures which, with the relative exception of Greater
London, never cover the metropolitan territory. 

In other cities like Stuttgart, London, Florence, Turin, Barcelona,
Bilbao and Dublin, as well as in most French metropolitan areas, think-
tanks which bring together local elected officials and civil society have
been established, at the initiative of the state for France, and at the ini-
tiative of local communities in the case of the other countries. Often,
but not always created in the context of what is called strategic plan-
ning, these structures are very different from each other in terms of their
composition, resources, powers, status and organization. They have
various names: development councils in France, forums in London or
in Stuttgart, and associations in Turin or Barcelona. Today, they are pre-
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sented as organizational innovations that can respond to the evolution
of urban problems which have become more complex and require res-
ponses specific to each metropolis, that is, responses that take into
account the particular features of each one.

2. Metropolitan dynamics — at whose service?
The institutional dynamics of metropolitan areas produced by most
Western European states during the 1980s and 1990s are thus very dif-
ferent from those of the preceding period. Indeed, while during the
1960s and 1970s, these same states considered the reduction of regional
development inequalities as one of the main problems to be solved,
from the 1980s onwards, the situation changed radically. The develop-
ment inequalities between cities and regions were no longer seen as an
internal contradiction of capitalism which undermined its reproduction
but rather as a condition foreshadowing the advent of a new post-For-
dist regime of accumulation (Brenner, 2004:220). While the policies of
the welfare states had led to a “Taylorization of space” (Veltz, 1996)
through uniform policies for the entire territory, the current period is
characterized more by the search for solutions adapted to the “locality
effects” of each territory, mainly the metropolitan areas.

In terms of institutional dynamics, this change is notable because the
state no longer shapes “its” entire territory based on a single institutional
logic but gives the metropolitan actors a greater capacity to organize them-
selves, and to construct their own framework for interaction by esta-
blishing governance structures which bring together public actors and
representatives of civil society. What certain authors refer to as “insti-
tutional thickness” (Amin, Thrift, 1995), that is, the propensity of a set
of actors and institutions occupying a given territory to establish for-
mal and informal coordination mechanisms, thereby mutualizing resour-
ces and legitimacies, thus becomes a factor of production and compe-
titiveness for the territories, in the same way that the costs of labour,
transportation and raw materials are for firms. 

A comparative analysis of this dynamic at the Western European
level, however, could not ignore the asymmetry of resources and posi-
tions between the local actors. The shift towards metropolitan governance,
contrary to what is postulated by a body of disembodied and asociolo-
gical literature on this question, has worked to the advantage of certain
actors and to the detriment of others. Thus, under the guise of mobili-
zing civil society, it has led to a legitimization of economic actors and
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the consecration of elected officials and technostructures within the local
political process.

2.1 Opening up metropolitan contexts to political pluralism
The institutional dynamics of Western European metropolitan areas in
the 1990s occurred in a different political context from that of earlier
reforms. This new context was characterized by the end of reforms impo-
sed according to a top-down bureaucratic logic, of municipal mergers
such as those that had taken place in Germany and Scandinavia and of
the creation of bi-level government structures (i.e, municipalities +
metropolitan institutions) (France, Great Britain). With the exception
of Greece, which carried out significant municipal mergers, ones that
nevertheless did not apply to the two large metropolii of Athens and Thes-
saloniki, no European state chose coercion. Even though not all the pro-
cesses initiated in this period were a success, as I saw above, there was
an attempt to mobilize civil society. In this sense, like Le Galès, we can
emphasize the very clear transition to a mode of action that integrates
the principles of governance, and is thus based on the dilution of aut-
hority and accountability, the proliferation of actors with very different
statuses and especially the capacity to aggregate their local interests
and defend them collectively to other levels of government in a context
of globalization (Le Galès, 1995).

The change of style was also accompanied by a change in the logic of
the institutions created. It was no longer a question of simply manda-
ting metropolitan institutions to carry out secondary tasks and of pro-
ducing large-scale economies in order to manage certain public services,
but rather of integrating these metropolitan institutions into policies of
economic competitiveness. To be convinced of this, one need only read,
among others, the recent strategic plans of Barcelona (2003), Turin
(2004), Venice (2004) or Greater London (2004). First begun in Great
Britain following the election of Margaret Thatcher and the ensuing
“conservative revolution”, the change in the level of action was very cle-
ar, that is, there was a shift from a management logic to an entrepreneurial
logic thereby transforming the metropolitan areas into capitalist ecosys-
tems (Hall, Hubbard, 1998;  Harvey, 1989). At the same time, the precepts
of new public management were laid out with the aim of “rationalizing”
the administrative functioning of local and metropolitan institutions (Lar-
bi, 1999). The project logic became emblematic of this new partnership-
based public action, which attempts to generate collective processes,
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aggregate actors from different sectors, act at the level of communica-
tion and skillfully introduce collective dynamics which are exempt from
constraints and the hierarchy between “partners.” Thus, there was a very
clear evolution from the reform dynamics of the 1970s. 

Metropolitan institutions were no longer reformed in order to try to
match their territory with the evolution of the localization of households
and firms and their consequent mobility patterns; nor was there any lon-
ger an attempt to settle the controversy in which the supporters of
Public Choice (Ostrom, Tiebout, Warren, 1961) were pitted against the
reformers (Wood, 1961). While a new political culture emerged and the
demands of civil societies for more participation were particularly for-
ceful (Clark, Inglehart, 1998) everything seemed to lead to the trans-
formation of Western European metropolitan areas into pluralist poli-
tical spaces. The establishment of numerous participatory bodies aimed
at associating civil society with the definition of “metropolitan projects”
attests to this dynamic. Indeed the development councils in the cities
of more than 50 000 inhabitants in France, the strategic planning expe-
riments in Italy (Turin, Florence, Venice, Genoa), Spain (Barcelona, Bil-
bao), the United Kingdom (Manchester, London, Birmingham, Bel-
fast), Germany (Stuttgart, Munich), the Netherlands (The Hague,
Utrecht), Belgium (Anvers), and Austria (Vienna) illustrate this obvious
change in the relations between urban and local civil societies.

2.2 Institutional dynamics and the neoliberal hegemonic project
Leaving behind a mode of political organization centred on coercion effec-
tively challenged the classic Weberian definition of the state. Thus, it is
easier to understand why the study of urban governance became so
important for social sciences in the 1990s. What if the metropolitan socio-
political processes led to a total or even partial transformation of the
relationship of subordination between the state and society? After all,
the metropolitan areas were in the process of becoming the arenas of a
“major transformation” that would ultimately shape a more pluralist
and egalitarian political sphere between the local actors (Mayer, 1995).

We know, however, that this apparent reshaping of politics involves
the dissemination of a particular type of social relations which Jessop,
for example, sums up through the notion of a “hegemonic project.” The
latter is defined as the organization of different social classes (without
any particular need for a collective conscience to determine and identify
the contours of such) under the political, intellectual and moral leadership
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of a particular class (Jessop, 1995). The neoliberal hegemonic project, which
has been particularly significant for the last decade or so in Europe, leads
to the establishment of a “natural” equivalence, which is more or less
accepted, between the interests of economic actors and the interests of
civil societies as a whole. As a result, the economic competition betwe-
en cities and territories becomes the guiding principle of any public
policy, this hegemonic project being disseminated through a series of collec-
tive representations transmitted through urban policies and institutions
(Kipfer, Keil, 2002). Sustainable development is one of its most notable
vectors, to the extent that the search for practical solutions aimed at recon-
ciling environmental and social requirements to market imperatives
involves strengthening the competitiveness of the territories while redu-
cing social contradictions and those that threaten the environment.
Using the vernacular of investors, it involves reducing the “territorial risk”
(comparable to the “country risk” which corresponds to a set of econo-
mic, social and political factors which contribute to the stability of the
established regimes). The recent infatuation with local policies aimed at
combating all forms of criminality, for example in New York, or the mea-
sures aimed at making public spaces near business districts safe (mode-
led after the Business Improvement Districts of London or New York),
or to use Zukin’s apt expression, the “pacification by cappuccino” of public
spaces (which refers to the gentrification process) (Zukin, 1995), are other
examples of a process that aims to create urban territories that are “under
control,” that is, in which social, economic and political risks are con-
trolled. This is one of the challenges of the processes and institutions which
aim to create partnerships with civil society.

The logic of the collective project in fact largely benefits the business
world by giving it the opportunity to have even greater direct access than
in the past to the political and public decision-making sphere. There is
nothing novel in itself about integrating economic actors into urban poli-
tics. Since the 1970s, Marxist analysts had analyzed this situation exten-
sively, leading Harding in the mid-1990s to make the following highly
disillusioned observation about urban democracy: “ when it comes to
urban development projects, votes count but resources decide” (Harding
1996). All the North American literature on growth coalitions and urban
regimes since the mid-1980s provides a particularly rich theoretical fra-
mework for understanding the dynamics of interdependence between
the political sphere and private actors (DiGaetano, Klemanski, 1999;
Jonas, Wilson, 1999; Logan, Molotch, 1987).
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However, as can be gleaned by the pictures drawn by this research,
these coalitions and other regimes are characterized by the informal natu-
re of discussions. In the case of the European cities, one of the main inno-
vations of the 1990s was, as we have seen, to institutionalize “part-
nership” with private actors, making it visible in the local political
space and even presenting it as an ultimate goal to be achieved, as a posi-
tive element in itself for all inhabitants. This can be observed in Lille
and Lyon (France), as well as Naples, Turin, and Florence (Italy) whe-
re the structures of participation with civil society work to the advan-
tage of business leaders, some of whom preside over them. There are no
examples of these structures —mandated to generate collective proces-
ses at the metropolitan level— being led by a militant environmentalist,
a representative of a union or association at the head of an agency pro-
moting cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue, or even a central
actor in the battle against poverty and exclusion (Lefèvre, 2004b). Ope-
rations of major importance such as Bagnoli Futura in Naples, which is
responsible for the urban renewal of an important zone of the city cen-
tre, the Établissement Public Euroméditerranée in Marseille, the Wirts-
chaftsförderung Region Stuttgart GmbH – WRS in Stuttgart, and the Gre-
ater Zurich Area Standortmarketing do not include this type of actor in
their respective executives. The participation of private actors has direct
effects on the policy choices and the strategies developed by public ins-
titutions. They make a substantial contribution to shaping the policy agen-
da of these institutions by filtering problems, orienting public programs
according to their interests and limiting any public process that could
interfere with their activities.

This same participation also has a very strong symbolic and ideolo-
gical effect resulting in the reification of the expectations of enterpri-
ses and the transformation of their needs into legitimate expectations
for all inhabitants. Thus, Lovering criticized an asociological, non-poli-
ticized approach of urban governance from the mid-1990s onwards
because it did not recognize the importance of “‘orthodox policies’
(read ‘neoliberal policies’) and also failed to admit that it contributes
actively to this type of policy. It is in itself, an element of the problem”
(Lovering 1995).

Local elected officials, mainly the mayors of the large metropolii, also
figure among the main winners in this rise of the politics of competiti-
veness of cities. A certain number of institutional dynamics in the 1980s
to 1990s had created the political conditions for this coronation of the
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leading metropolitan elected officials (Le Galès, 2003). The laws on decen-
tralization and the legislative provisions aimed at reinforcing inter-
commonalities in France, Law 81 in Italy which allowed for the election
of mayors of communes of more than 15 000 inhabitants by direct uni-
versal suffrage, current debates on the application of this voting proce-
dure in Germany, the reinforcement of municipal autonomy in Finland
and Sweden (states which, historically, have been highly centralized),
and the Europeanization of certain fields of urban politics are all dyna-
mics specifically aimed at rationalizing the organization of local power
and making it more effective by fighting against institutional fragmen-
tation. Even though the impact of these dynamics varies depending on
the state, they have nevertheless ultimately reaffirmed the importance
of metropolitan leadership in the European political order (Borraz,
John, 2004). 

The search for partnership with private actors has also had the effect
of changing the basis of the dominant legitimacy and helped to depoli-
ticize the issue of the policies of competitiveness of cities. Indeed, until
the 1980s, legitimacy largely derived from having been elected; and this
legitimacy was even stronger in the case of universal direct suffrage. The
other dominant basis of legitimacy rested on the defence of local inte-
rests in the face of state intervention. Thus, the leading mayors acted
as agents of urban development by managing to get a hold of state bud-
get resources while striving to prevent states from having too much
control over the metropolitan political scenes.

This dynamic of center/periphery relations and the corresponding bases
of legitimacy clearly changed from the 1980s and 1990s onwards. In
fact, the capacity of mayors to produce urban policies that would strengt-
hen the competitiveness of the metropolitan areas was henceforth at the
centre of the legitimization process. While the election process is cer-
tainly an important moment in local political life, it combines with a
functional legitimacy which is a direct product of the structuration, by
mayors, of the decision-making arenas. The latter include private actors
with a view to producing policies aimed at inserting the metropolitan
areas into global economic flows. The degree of dependence of metro-
politan executives on economic actors varies from one city to the next
depending on the nature of the relations between the cities and higher
levels of government which may, through policies and budget transfers,
increase the available sources of financing. The economic trajectory of
cities, which can be more or less favourable, is also an important varia-
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ble in the mayors’ negotiating capacity, as well as the level of organiza-
tion of social movements and the type of prevailing political culture (i.e.
materialist or post-materialist) within urban civil societies (Savitch,
Kantor, 2002). Nevertheless, from the 1980s onwards, the process of legi-
timization of urban political teams changed due to the neoliberal shift
associated with the transformation of the geographies of territorial
competition. These were no longer based solely on the national frame-
work but from then on were structured around different territorial
levels, including the metropolitan areas (Harvey, 1989).

The development of procedures and instruments of local democracy
from the 1980s onwards does not, as one might think, go against this
trend. In fact, it must be acknowledged that the proliferation of mecha-
nisms aimed at opening up the decision-making scene, or at the very least
debate, to civil society did not result in a challenge to the neoliberal agen-
da but rather in an increase in Nimby-type demands. Moreover, as for
the metropolitan space, it does not seem to have become the territory
to which level inhabitants and associative movements are mobilized, unli-
ke the private sector, as was seen in London with the creation of Lon-
don First and then the London Business Board, Lille with the comité Grand
Lille, Milan with the Associazzione per gli Interessi Metropolitani (AIM),
and Madrid with the Confederacion Empresarial Independiente de
Madrid (CEIM).

The change in the basis of legitimization of local elected officials has
had important consequences. In fact, from now on, this agenda will be
found in all metropolitan areas, regardless of the partisan leanings of
the executives in place, thus leading to a depoliticization of the debate
and an erosion of the right/left political split. Among the elected offi-
cials making demands from the parties that, historically, have been on
the left of the political checkerboard, we can observe a challenge to the
organic links that existed with their traditional electoral clientele, that
is, social groups situated at the base of the social structure. In countries
such as France, this recentering of local political life partly explains the
importance taken on by the extremist parties, especially the Front Natio-
nal, which through its xenophobic, anti-Europe and anti-globalization
discourse, has succeeded in attracting an abandoned electorate. On the
other hand, there is a strong trend toward the establishment of hybrid
decision-making structures which include both local elected officials,
private actors and the technostructure, which raises the thorny ques-
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tion of democratic control over these bodies. This trend toward an adho-
cratic form of government can be found in all European countries,
regardless of the nature of their political system. 

Conclusion
The transition from government to urban governance, which was at the
outset conceived as a process to change the very organization of Wes-
tern European politics, has been the subject of many controversies, both
political and academic. It is undeniable that the influence of the cities
has clearly been strengthened over the last twenty years and that the sta-
tes’ control over Western European societies has declined. This process
has taken place even though the specifically institutional dynamics
enjoyed by the cities have weakened compared with the 1970s-1980s
period. 

Nevertheless, the political dynamics that the cities have experienced
have not yet led to a real transformation of the political order, which is
still built on elected officials and an elitist mode of regulation which
sanctions the importance of economic actors, to varying degrees, depen-
ding on the city. This was equally the case when new authorities and pro-
cedures were created to stimulate local democracy; as the strictly metro-
politan level continued to function, at best, on the principle of political
representation, and at worst, on that of adhocratism. The change has
particularly concerned the division of labour between cities and states
in a general context characterized by the calling into question of the Key-
nesian state and the advent of a post-Fordist regime of accumulation. 

The cities have benefited from a process of political rescaling, largely
orchestrated by the states themselves in order to adapt their form and
nature to this new regime of accumulation. This rescaling process has
largely occurred within the paradigm of international competition and
the economic competitiveness of the metropolitan areas. In this con-
text, it is the economic actors who, to the greatest extent, have been woo-
ed and mobilized at the metropolitan level. Can it be said, however, that
the battle to gain control of this process is over? We are inclined to agree
with the following statement by Wills-Heeg, Perry and Harding (2003):
“in the case of European cities, there are significant factors that act to
constrain the extent to which economic development is permitted to domi-
nate metropolitan governance. As a result, issues such as tackling social
exclusion and promoting environment sustainability remain high on many
European policy agendas… Despite its growing salience, competitiveness
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is not the only discourse in metropolitan politics.” (p 33) However, in
order for these other discourses to be heard, the interests and groups that
uphold them must also take the process of metropolization seriously. 
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